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combined in our model. Empirical evaluation shows that the precision-at-top-ranks performance
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performed. Furthermore, the performance is substantially better than that of a commonly-
used passage-based document ranking method that does not exploit inter-item similarities. Our
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1. INTRODUCTION

Users of search engines expect to see the documents most pertaining to their queries
at the very high ranks of the returned results. One paradigm for addressing this
challenge, which has attracted quite a lot of research attention lately, is based on
automatically re-ranking the documents in an initially retrieved list so as to improve
precision at top ranks (e.g., Willett [1985], Kleinberg [1997], Liu and Croft [2004],
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Diaz [2005], Kurland and Lee [2005], Kurland and Lee [2006], Liu and Croft [2006],
and Yang et al. [2006]).

An information source often utilized by these re-ranking methods is inter-document

similarities. For example, documents that are similar to many other documents in
the list, and hence, are considered as central, have higher chances of being relevant
by the virtue of the way the list was created [Kurland and Lee 2005]; that is, in
response to the query at hand.

However, an issue often not accounted for in re-ranking methods that utilize
inter-document similarities is that long and/or heterogeneous relevant documents
could contain many parts (passages) that have no query-related information. This
issue is addressed by approaches that use passage-based information for ranking
all documents in the corpus [Salton et al. 1993; Callan 1994; Kaszkiel and Zobel
2001; Liu and Croft 2002]. Nevertheless, these passage-based methods do not ex-
ploit similarity relationships between documents, nor between their passages — a
potentially rich source of information for re-ranking as noted above.

We present a novel language-model-based approach to re-ranking an initially re-
trieved list. Our model leverages the strengths of the two research directions just
described: utilizing inter-item similarities and exploiting passage-based informa-
tion.

We derive our model by using passages as proxies for documents. Passage-based
information can help, for example, in estimating the document-query similarity, be-
cause passages could be considered as more coherent units than documents. More
specifically, our model integrates query-similarity information induced from docu-
ments and passages with passage and document centrality information; the latter
is induced from inter-passage and inter-document similarities, respectively. Using
an array of experiments, we study the relative contribution of these various types
of information to the overall effectiveness of our model. Among the key findings
that we present is that inter-passage-similarities can often be a much more effec-
tive source of information for document re-ranking than passage-query similarities.
The latter have been the focus of most previous work on passage-based document
retrieval.

Empirical evaluation shows that the precision-at-top-ranks performance obtained
by our model is substantially better than that of the initial ranking upon which re-
ranking is performed. Furthermore, the attained performance is often substantially
better than that of a commonly used passage-based ranking method that does not
utilize inter-document and inter-passage similarities. In addition, we show that
our model generalizes and outperforms a previously-proposed re-ranking method
that utilizes inter-document similarities, but which does not exploit passage-based
information. Finally, we show that our model is also superior to a state-of-the-
art pseudo-feedback-based query expansion method, namely, the relevance model
[Lavrenko and Croft 2001].

2. RETRIEVAL FRAMEWORK

Let q, d and D denote a query, a document, and a corpus of documents, respectively.
We use g to denote a passage, and write g ∈ d if g is part of d. The model we
present is not committed to any specific type of passages. To measure similarity
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between texts x and y, we use a language-model-based estimate px(y); we describe
our language-model induction method in Section 4.1.

Our goal is to re-rank an initial list Dinit (Dinit ⊂ D) of documents, which was
retrieved in response to q by some search algorithm, so as to improve precision at
top ranks.

2.1 Passage-based document re-ranking

We take a probabilistic approach and rank document d in Dinit by the probability
p(d|q) of its being relevant to the information need expressed by q. This probability
can be written as

p(d|q) =
p(q|d)p(d)

p(q)
. (1)

We interpret p(q|d) as the probability that q can serve as a summary of d’s
content, or in other words, the probability of “generating” the terms in q from
a model induced from d (cf., the language modeling approach to retrieval [Ponte
and Croft 1998; Croft and Lafferty 2003])1; p(d) is the prior probability of d being
relevant; p(q) is q’s prior probability.

Since passages are shorter than documents, and hence, are often considered as
more focused (coherent) units, they can potentially aid in generating summaries
that are more “informative” than those generated from whole documents. Indeed,
it has long been acknowledged that passages can serve as effective proxies for esti-
mating the document-query match (p(q|d) in our case), especially for long and/or
heterogeneous documents [Salton et al. 1993; Callan 1994; Wilkinson 1994; Kaszkiel
and Zobel 1997; 2001]. Following this observation we develop our passage-based
document re-ranking model in Section 2.1.1.

The derivation of our model is inspired, among others, by a recently proposed
method of ranking document clusters by the presumed percentage of relevant docu-
ments that they contain [Kurland 2008]. This cluster-ranking model uses documents
as proxies for clusters. Given that the cluster-document relationship is conceptually
reminiscent of the document-passage relationship (i.e., a unit vs. smaller units it
is composed of), it turns out that some of the principles for ranking clusters can
be adapted to re-ranking documents. We hasten to point out, however, that the
assumptions that guide our model derivation are often different than those used
in the cluster ranking setting [Kurland 2008], as the document-passage scenario is
different than that of the cluster-document. A case in point, document clusters
are sets of documents that are similar to each other by the virtue of the way the
clusters are defined. In contrast, passages in documents need not necessarily be
similar to each other, as is the case for heterogeneous/long documents that we opt
to tackle here.

In addition, we note that one of the main novel aspects of the re-ranking model
that we present is the use of inter-passage-similarities computed within and across
documents. As we show in Section 4.3, these similarities can often be a much

1While it is convenient to use the term “generate” in reference to work on utilizing language
models for IR, we do not assume an underlying generative theory as opposed to Lavrenko and
Croft [2001] and Lavrenko [2004], inter alia.
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more effective source of information for document re-ranking than passage-query-
similarities, although the integration of the two yields performance superior to that
of using each alone. Passage-query similarity has traditionally been the focus of
work on passage-based document retrieval.

2.1.1 Model derivation. We use p(gi|d) to denote the probability that some pas-
sage gi in the corpus is chosen as d’s proxy for “query generation” (

∑

gi
p(gi|d) = 1);

p(gi) will be used to denote the prior probability of choosing gi as a query generator
— i.e., the prior probability of gi being relevant to any query. Using probability
algebra, Equation 1 then becomes

p(d|q) =
p(d)

p(q)

∑

gi

p(q|d, gi)p(gi|d). (2)

To estimate p(q|d, gi), the probability of generating q from d and gi, we use
a simple mixture of the probabilities of generating q from each [Bendersky and
Kurland 2008b]:

λp(q|d) + (1 − λ)p(q|gi); (3)

λ is a free parameter. Using this estimate in Equation 2 we get

p(d)

p(q)

∑

gi

[λp(q|d) + (1 − λ)p(q|gi)]p(gi|d).

Since
∑

gi
p(gi|d) = 1, we can apply some probability algebra so as to get the

following ranking principle for documents:2

Score(d)
def
= λ

p(d)p(q|d)

p(q)
+

(1 − λ)

p(q)

∑

gi

p(q|gi)p(d|gi)p(gi). (4)

Equation 4 scores d using a two component mixture model. The first is based on
the probability of generating q directly from d and on the prior probability of d being
relevant. The second component is based on the probability of generating q from
passages. The relative impact of passage gi depends on its (i) prior probability
of being a query generator (p(gi)), (ii) “association” with d (p(d|gi)), and (iii)
probability of generating q (p(q|gi)). Indeed, if gi is strongly associated with (e.g.,
textually similar to) d, and it is a-priori a good candidate for query generation,
then it can serve as d’s “faithful” proxy; yet, gi can potentially be more effective
than d for query generation by the virtue of being more focused.

To alleviate the computational cost of estimating Equation 4, we make the as-
sumption that d’s most effective proxies are its passages — i.e., that p(d|gi) is much
larger for passages in d than for passages not in d. Consequently, we truncate the
summation in Equation 4 to yield:

Score(d)
def
= λ

p(d)p(q|d)

p(q)
+

(1 − λ)

p(q)

∑

gi∈d

p(q|gi)p(d|gi)p(gi). (5)

2The shift in notation and terminology from “p(d|q)” to “score of d” echoes the transition from
using (model) probabilities to estimates of such probabilities.
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Equation 5 considers each of d’s passages, gi, to the extent it represents d as
measured by p(d|gi). However, in some relevance judgment regimes, such as that of
TREC’s [Voorhees and Harman 2005], little evidence for relevance in d is enough
for deeming d relevant. Thus, the ranking principle in Equation 5 can fall short in
such cases; specifically, if d is a long (heterogeneous) document with only a single
passage containing query-pertaining information. To address this issue, we truncate
the summation in Equation 5 by using only d’s passage for which the “evidence” for
relevance, as manifested in p(q|gi)p(gi), is the strongest. Since this passage could
be a relatively weak representative of d (as measured by p(d|gi)), and d could still
be deemed relevant, we exploit the fact that p(d|gi) ≤ 1 so as to use an upper
bound of the truncated sum:

Score(d)
def
= λ

p(d)p(q|d)

p(q)
+

(1 − λ)

p(q)
max
gi∈d

p(q|gi)p(gi). (6)

We now turn to complete the derivation of our ranking model by addressing the
query prior, p(q). It is a fact that p(q) =

∑

d′ p(q|d′)p(d′). If we assume, as in
work on pseudo-feedback-based retrieval [Lavrenko and Croft 2003], that p(q|d′) is
much higher for documents in Dinit (the initially retrieved list of documents upon
which re-ranking is performed) than for documents not in Dinit — which holds, for
example, if p(q|d′) represents the surface-level match between d′ and q — then we
can use the approximation:

p(q) ≈
∑

d′∈Dinit

p(q|d′)p(d′). (7)

Now, the scoring function in Equation 6 provides an estimate for p(q|d′)p(d′), that
is, λp(d′)p(q|d′) + (1 − λ) maxg′∈d′ p(q|g′)p(g′), by the virtue of the way Equation
6 was derived (from Equation 1). Thus, we can set λ = 1 so as to get a document-
based estimate for p(q) using Equation 7; or, set λ = 0 so as to get a passage-
based estimate for p(q) using Equation 7. Note that the former case corresponds
to the assumption that a query is independent of a passage given a document,
and the latter corresponds to the assumption that the query is independent of a
document given a passage (see Equation 3). Using these two query-prior estimates
in Equation 6, for the document and passage components, respectively, we get our
primary ranking principle:

Score(d)
def
= λ

p(d)p(q|d)
∑

d′∈Dinit
p(d′)p(q|d′)

+ (1 − λ)
maxgi∈d p(q|gi)p(gi)

∑

d′∈Dinit
maxg′∈d′ p(q|g′)p(g′)

. (8)

Note that both the document component and the passage component in Equa-
tion 8 constitute probability distributions over Dinit. Consequently, Score(d) is a
probability distribution over Dinit as well.

Furthermore, we note that previously proposed passage-based document rank-

ing approaches of the form Score(d)
def
= λsim(d, q) + (1 − λ) maxg∈d sim(g, q),

where sim(·, ·) is an inter-text similarity measure [Buckley et al. 1994; Callan 1994;
Wilkinson 1994; Cai et al. 2004; Bendersky and Kurland 2008b], can be viewed as
specific instantiations of Equation 8. Specifically, if p(q|x), where x is either a doc-
ument or a passage, is estimated using some similarity measure, and the document
and passage priors are assumed to be uniform, then these previous approaches can
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be derived from Equation 8. In the next section we discuss the potential use of
non-uniform priors, and demonstrate their merits in Section 4.3.

2.1.2 Algorithm. The scoring function in Equation 8 is not committed to any
specific paradigm of estimating probabilities. Following common practice in work
on language models for IR [Liu and Croft 2002; Croft and Lafferty 2003] we use
the language-model-based estimate px(y) for p(y|x).

The remaining task for deriving a specific algorithm from Equation 8 is estimating
the document and passage priors, p(d) and p(g), respectively. The standard choice
would be a uniform distribution as is common in the language modeling framework
[Croft and Lafferty 2003].

However, previous work on re-ranking search results has demonstrated the merits
of using a measure of the centrality of a document with respect to Dinit as a document

bias [Kurland and Lee 2005]. Specifically, a document is considered central if it
is similar to many other (central) documents in Dinit. The idea is that central
documents reflect the context of Dinit, which was retrieved in response to the query,
and, hence, have high chances of being relevant. Indeed, various centrality measures
were shown to be connected with relevance [Kurland and Lee 2005; 2006]. Following
the same line of reasoning we hypothesize that passage centrality with respect to
Dinit is an indicator for passage relevance, that is, for the passage “ability” to serve
as an effective query generator. Specifically, we consider a passage of a document in
Dinit to be central to the extent it is similar to many other passages of documents
in Dinit.

To derive specific document and passage centrality measures, we adopt a previously-
proposed method for document-centrality induction [Kurland and Lee 2005]. We
construct two weighted graphs — a document-only graph that is composed of doc-
uments in Dinit, and a passage-only graph that is composed of all passages of
documents in Dinit. Edge weights in these graphs represent inter-item similarities.
We use the PageRank [Brin and Page 1998] score of item x with respect to its
ambient graph as its centrality value Cent(x). For documents not in Dinit and for

passages that are not parts of documents in Dinit we set Cent(x)
def
= 0. Conse-

quently, Cent(d), which will serve as the document bias p(d), and Cent(g), which
will serve as the passage bias p(g), are probability distributions over all documents
in the corpus, and over all passages of documents in the corpus, respectively3. De-
tails of the graph-construction and centrality induction methods [Kurland and Lee
2005] are provided in Appendix A.

3We use the term “bias” and not “prior” as these are not “true” prior-distributions, because of
the virtue by which Dinit was created, that is, in response to the query. Nevertheless, these biases
form valid probability distributions by construction.
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Using the estimates and measures described above we can now fully instantiate
Equation 8 so as to produce our primary (re-)ranking algorithm, PsgAidRank:

ScorePsgAidRank(d)
def
= λ

Cent(d)pd(q)
∑

d′∈Dinit
Cent(d′)pd′(q)

+

(1 − λ)
maxgi∈d pgi

(q)Cent(gi)
∑

d′∈Dinit
maxg′∈d′ pg′(q)Cent(g′)

.

(9)

Setting λ = 1 results in a recently-proposed re-ranking method [Kurland and Lee
2005], which utilizes document centrality and document-query generation informa-
tion, but which does not utilize passage-based information. Hence, this method is
a specific instance of PsgAidRank, which utilizes centrality information and query-
generation information induced from both the document as a whole and its passages.
We present an in-depth study of the relative effect of these information types on
the overall effectiveness of PsgAidRank in Section 4.3.

3. RELATED WORK

The most commonly used methods for passage-based document retrieval are rank-
ing a document by the highest query-similarity score assigned to any of its passages
[Callan 1994; Wilkinson 1994; Kaszkiel and Zobel 2001; Liu and Croft 2002; Ben-
dersky and Kurland 2008b; Na et al. 2008]; and, by interpolating this similarity
score with a document-query similarity score [Buckley et al. 1994; Callan 1994;
Wilkinson 1994; Cai et al. 2004; Bendersky and Kurland 2008b]. We showed in
Section 2.1.1 that these approaches are specific instances of our ranking model if
uniform document and passage priors are utilized. We demonstrate the relative
merits of PsgAidRank, which uses centrality measures for priors, in Section 4.3.

There is a large body of work on using graph-based approaches for (re-)ranking
documents (e.g., Diaz [2005], Baliński and Dani lowicz [2005], Kurland and Lee
[2005], Zhang et al. [2005], Kurland and Lee [2006], Yang et al. [2006], Bender-
sky and Kurland [2008a], and Mei et al. [2008]). Most of these methods utilize
document-solely graphs, while some use cluster-document [Kurland and Lee 2006]
and passage-document [Bendersky and Kurland 2008a] graphs. We compare Ps-
gAidRank’s performance with that of using these graphs in Section 4.3.2.

Information induced from clusters of similar documents in the initial list was
also utilized for re-ranking (e.g., Willett [1985], Liu and Croft [2004], Liu and Croft
[2006], Kurland and Lee [2006], Kurland [2008], and Liu and Croft [2008]). As
mentioned at the above, our method of using passages as proxies for documents
is inspired by a method that uses documents as proxies for clusters for the task
of cluster ranking [Kurland 2008]. We discuss and compare this approach with
PsgAidRank in Section 4.3.2.

Some work on automatic summarization, question answering, and clustering uti-
lizes passage-only graphs for inducing passage centrality in ways somewhat similar
to ours [Erkan and Radev 2004; Mihalcea 2004; Mihalcea and Tarau 2004; Ot-
terbacher et al. 2005; Erkan 2006]. Inter-passage similarities, along with passage-
document similarities, were also utilized in work on query-by-example [Wan et al.
2008]. Since most of these tasks are quite different than ours, inter-document
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and document-query similarities were not used, in contrast to the case with Ps-
gAidRank. We demonstrate the importance of document-based similarities for the
re-ranking task in Section 4.3.1.

Inter-passage similarities within a document were also used for inducing passage
language models [Bendersky and Kurland 2008b], and for devising discriminative
passage-based document retrieval models [Wang and Si 2008]; the latter uses an
initial standard passage-based document ranking, and therefore can potentially
benefit from using PsgAidRank instead. Furthermore, we note that PsgAidRank
uses inter-passage similarities both across and within documents.

Recent work on passage-based document retrieval [Bendersky and Kurland 2008b]
resembles ours in that it uses passages as proxies for documents. In contrast to Ps-
gAidRank, the proposed method does not utilize document and passage centrality,
the importance of which we demonstrate in Section 4.3. The major performance
gains in this work stem from using a novel passage language model that can be
used by PsgAidRank so as to potentially improve its performance.

There is a large body of work on identifying (and using) different passage types
[Hearst and Plaunt 1993; Callan 1994; Mittendorf and Schäuble 1994; Wilkinson
1994; Kaszkiel and Zobel 1997; Ponte and Croft 1997; Denoyer et al. 2001; Cai
et al. 2004; Jiang and Zhai 2004], and on inducing passage language models [Liu
and Croft 2002; Abdul-Jaleel et al. 2004; Hussain 2004; Murdock and Croft 2005;
Wade and Allan 2005; Bendersky and Kurland 2008b] for various tasks. These
could be used by PsgAidRank, which is not committed to a specific type of passage
and passage model, to potentially improve its performance.

4. EVALUATION

The following evaluation is designed to explore the effectiveness of PsgAidRank in
re-ranking, and to study the impact of various factors on its performance.

4.1 Inter-item-similarity estimate

Let p
Dir[µ]
x (·) denote the unigram, Dirichlet-smoothed, language model induced

from text x, where µ is the smoothing parameter [Zhai and Lafferty 2001]. To
compensate for the length-bias, and consequently underflow issues, incurred by
the use of unigram language models when assigning probabilities to long texts
[Lavrenko et al. 2002; Kurland and Lee 2005], we adopt a previously-proposed
estimate [Kurland and Lee 2005; 2006]

py(x)
def
= exp

(

−D
(

pDir[0]
x (·)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣
pDir[µ]

y (·)
))

;

D is the KL divergence. This estimate was mathematically shown to compensate
for length-bias [Lafferty and Zhai 2001; Kurland and Lee 2005], and empirically
demonstrated to be effective in various re-ranking models [Kurland and Lee 2005;
2006].

We note that the estimate just described does not constitute a probability dis-
tribution, as is the case for probabilities assigned by unigram language models to
term sequences. However, the resultant estimates that it is used for in Equation 8
(the document and passage score components) are valid probability distributions
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as noted in Section 2.1.1. Hence, we use the estimate as is, and as was done in
some other re-ranking models [Kurland and Lee 2005; 2006].

4.2 Experimental setup

We conducted experiments using the following TREC corpora. Several of these
were used in work on re-ranking methods [Kurland and Lee 2005; 2006; Bendersky
and Kurland 2008a; Kurland 2008] with which we compare our model.

corpus # of docs avg. doc length queries disks

AP 242,918 464 51-150 1-3

FR 45,820 1498 51-150 1-2

TREC8 528,155 481 401-450 4-5

WSJ 173,252 452 151-200 1-2

WT10G 1,692,096 611 451-550 WT10G

AP and WSJ are news corpora. TREC8, which is considered a hard benchmark
[Voorhees 2005], is mainly composed of news documents, but also contains federal
register records. FR is composed of only federal register records. Due to the
high average document length in FR, passage-based document retrieval methods
are often more effective than whole-document-based retrieval approaches for this
corpus [Callan 1994; Liu and Croft 2002; Bendersky and Kurland 2008b]. WT10G
is a Web corpus.

We used titles of TREC topics for queries4. We applied tokenization and Porter
stemming via the Lemur toolkit5, which was also used for language-model induction.

We set Dinit, the list upon which re-ranking is performed, to be the 50 highest-
ranked documents by an initial ranking induced over the corpus using pd(q) —
i.e., a standard language model approach; the document language model smooth-
ing parameter (µ) is set to a value optimizing MAP (at 1000) so as to yield an
initial ranking of a reasonable quality. Such initial-list construction also facili-
tates the comparison with previous re-ranking models that use the same approach
[Kurland and Lee 2005; 2006]. We note that exploiting information induced from
inter-document-similarities among top-retrieved documents — specifically, by us-
ing centrality measures as we do here — was shown to be most effective when
the initially retrieved list is quite short [Diaz 2005; Kurland 2006] (i.e., when the
documents in the list exhibit relatively high query similarity, and hence, could be
thought of as providing a “good” corpus context for the query).

The goal of re-ranking methods is to improve precision at top ranks. Therefore,
we use the precision of the top 5 and 10 documents (p@5, p@10) for evaluation
metrics. Statistically significant differences of performance are determined using
the two-tailed Wilcoxon test at a 95% confidence level.

Our first goal is to perform an in-depth exploration of the performance of Ps-
gAidRank, and the relative impact of the different information types that it lever-
ages, regardless of the question of whether effective values of the free parameters
that it incorporates generalize across queries. To that end, we start by neutraliz-
ing free-parameter effects. That is, following some previous work on graph-based

4Queries with no relevant documents were not considered.
5www.lemurproject.org
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re-ranking [Kurland and Lee 2005; 2006; Bendersky and Kurland 2008a] we set the
values of the free parameters of PsgAidRank, and those of all reference compar-
isons, so as to optimize the average p@5 performance over the entire set of given
queries per corpus6. Then, in Section 4.3.1 we present the effect of varying the
values of these parameters on PsgAidRank’s performance. Finally, in Section 4.3.3
we present the performance of PsgAidRank, and that of the reference comparisons,
when the values of all free parameters are set using a leave-one-out cross validation
procedure performed over the query set for each corpus.

We set λ, the interpolation parameter of PsgAidRank, to a value in {0, 0.1, . . . , 1}.
The centrality induction method that we use incorporates two free parameters
(see Appendix A): the graph out-degree, m, is set in both the document and
passage graphs to α percent of the number of nodes in the graph, where α ∈
{4, 8, 18, 38, 58, 78, 98}; PageRank’s smoothing factor, δ, is set for both graphs to
a value in {0.05,0.1,0.2,. . . ,0.9,0.95}. The ranges for the graph parameters’ values
were chosen to comply with previous work on graph-based re-ranking [Kurland and
Lee 2005; 2006]. Thus, PsgAidRank incorporates three free parameters (λ, α, and
δ). The document and passage language models smoothing parameter, µ, is set to
2000 in all the methods we consider following previous recommendations [Zhai and
Lafferty 2001], except for the estimate for pd(q) where we use the value chosen to
create Dinit so as to maintain consistency with the initial ranking.

While there are several types of passages we can implement our model with
[Kaszkiel and Zobel 2001], our focus is on the effectiveness of the underlying princi-
ples of our ranking approach. Hence, we use half-overlapping fixed window passages
of 150 terms that are marked prior to retrieval time. These passages were shown
to be effective for document retrieval [Callan 1994; Wang and Si 2008], specifically,
in the language model framework [Liu and Croft 2002; Bendersky and Kurland
2008b]. In Section 4.3.1 we study the effect of passage length on the performance
of PsgAidRank.

Finally, it is important to note that the computational overhead incurred by our
re-ranking method on top of the initial retrieval is not significant. Specifically, the
document graph is composed of 50 nodes, and the passage graph contains a few
hundred nodes at most. Thus, the Power method [Golub and Van Loan 1996] used
for computing PageRank scores (i.e., centrality values) converges in a few iterations.

4.3 Experimental results

Our first order of business is evaluating the effectiveness of the PsgAidRank method
in re-ranking the initial list Dinit so as to improve precision at top ranks. Recall
that the initial ranking used to create Dinit is based on a language model approach
(pd(q)) wherein the smoothing parameter (µ) is set to optimize MAP. We there-
fore also compare PsgAidRank with optimized baselines, which use pd(q) to rank
all documents in the corpus, and in which µ is set to optimize p@5 and p@10,
independently. As can be seen in Table I, PsgAidRank consistently and substan-
tially outperforms both the initial ranking and the optimized baselines; note that
the performance of the optimized baselines is not statistically distinguishable from

6If two parameter settings yield the same p@5, we choose the one minimizing p@10 so as to
provide conservative estimates of performance.
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Table I. Comparison with the initial ranking and optimized baselines; ’i’ and ’o’ mark statistically
significant differences with the former and the latter, respectively. The best result in a column is
boldfaced.

AP FR TREC8 WSJ WT10G

p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10

init. rank. 45.7 43.2 24.8 18.5 50.0 45.6 53.6 48.4 33.9 28.0

opt. base. 46.5 43.9 24.8 18.9 51.2 46.4 56.0 49.4 34.1 28.2

PsgAidRank 53.7i
o 49.5i

o 26.7 19.3 56.8i 48.0 58.0i 51.0 37.1i
o 30.0

Table II. The MAP(@50) performance of a MAP-optimized version of PsgAidRank in comparison
to that of the initial ranking. The best result in a column is boldfaced. Statistically significant
differences with the initial ranking are marked with ’i’.

AP FR TREC8 WSJ WT10G

init. rank. 9.3 24.0 17.5 22.2 13.3

PsgAidRank 10.0i 25.6 18.3i 23.7 14.2i

that of the initial ranking. Moreover, the p@5 performance differences between Ps-
gAidRank and the initial ranking are statistically significant for four out of the five
corpora. These results attest to the effectiveness of PsgAidRank as a re-ranking
method7.

We posed PsgAidRank as a method for improving precision at top ranks of a given
retrieved list. As such, it could also be expected to post MAP performance that
is better than that of the initial ranking. Indeed, PsgAidRank’s MAP-optimized
version consistently improves (and often, to a statistically significant degree) on the
initial ranking in terms of MAP@50 as can be seen in Table II.

Comparison with pseudo-feedback-based retrieval. The PsgAidRank method uti-
lizes information from the initial list Dinit for re-ranking it. Pseudo-feedback-based
query expansion techniques [Buckley et al. 1994; Xu and Croft 1996], on the other
hand, utilize information from Dinit to construct a query model using which the
corpus is (re-)ranked. To contrast the two paradigms, we compare the performance
of PsgAidRank with that of relevance model number 3 (RM3) [Lavrenko and Croft
2001; Abdul-Jaleel et al. 2004; Diaz and Metzler 2006], which is a state-of-the-art
pseudo-feedback-based query expansion method. We also examine the performance
of RM3(re-rank) that uses RM3 to re-rank Dinit rather than the entire corpus.

We use Lemur’s implementation of the relevance model. The values of the free
parameters of RM3 and RM3(re-rank) are set to optimize p@5 (as is the case for
PsgAidRank). Specifically, the value of the (Jelinek-Mercer) smoothing parameter
used for relevance-model construction is chosen from {0, 0.1, 0.3, . . . , 0.9}; the num-
ber of terms used by the models is chosen from {25, 50, 75, 100, 500, 1000, 5000, ALL},
where “ALL” stands for using all terms in the corpus; and, the interpolation

7For TREC8, for example, PsgAidRank’s performance is top-tier with respect to that of systems
that participated in TREC8 [Voorhees and Harman 2000]. The performance of the initial ranking
on the other hand, which was re-ranked using PsgAidRank, is somewhat mediocre.
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Table III. Comparison with a relevance model used either to rank all documents in the corpus
(RM3) or to re-rank the initial list (RM3(re-rank)). Best result in a column is boldfaced; ’i’ marks
statistically significant differences with the initial ranking.

AP FR TREC8 WSJ WT10G

p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10

init. rank. 45.7 43.2 24.8 18.5 50.0 45.6 53.6 48.4 33.9 28.0

RM3 50.3i 48.6i 25.2 18.1 54.4 49.4 58.4i 51.0 35.7 28.7

RM3(re-rank) 51.1i 48.2i 25.2 18.1 54.4 48.6 58.8i 52.0 36.3 29.4

PsgAidRank 53.7i 49.5i 26.7 19.3 56.8i 48.0 58.0i 51.0 37.1i 30.0

parameter that controls the reliance on the original query is set to a value in
{0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9}. The (Dirichlet) document language model smoothing param-
eter (µ) used for ranking with a relevance model is set to 2000 as in all other
methods.

Table III shows that the performance of PsgAidRank is superior in most cases to
that of the relevance models. Although the performance of PsgAidRank and of the
relevance models is not statistically distinguishable, PsgAidRank posts statistically
significant p@5 improvements over the initial ranking for four out of the five corpora,
while the relevance models posts statistically significant improvements for only two
corpora. Thus, we see that PsgAidRank is a highly effective approach for obtaining
high precision at top ranks.

4.3.1 Deeper inside PsgAidRank . We now turn to analyze the relative impact
of different factors that affect the performance of PsgAidRank.

The PsgAidRank method utilizes different information types for ranking docu-
ment d: (i) DocQueryGen — the possibility that d “generates” q (pd(q)); this
is exactly the estimate using which the initial ranking was created, (ii) DocCent
— d’s centrality (Cent(d)), (iii) PsgQueryGen — the possibility that d’s pas-
sages “generate” q (pgi

(q)), and (iv) PsgCent — the centrality of d’s passages
(Cent(gi)).

Hence, our next goal is to explore the relative contribution of each of these infor-
mation types, and their combinations, to the overall effectiveness of PsgAidRank.
To that end, we apply the following manipulations to PsgAidRank: (i) setting λ to
1 (0) to have only the document (passages) generate q, (ii) using uniform distribu-
tion for Cent(d) over Dinit and/or for Cent(gi) over G(Dinit), where G(Dinit) is the
set of all passages of documents in Dinit; this manipulation amounts to assuming
that all documents in Dinit and/or passages in G(Dinit) are central to the same
extent, and (iii) fixing pd(q) (pgi

(q)) to the same value, thereby assuming that all
documents in Dinit (passages in G(Dinit)) have the same probability of generating q.
For example, setting λ to 0 and pgi

(q) to some constant, we rank d by PsgCent —
the maximal centrality value assigned to any of d’s passages: maxgi∈dCent(gi).
Table IV presents the resultant ranking methods that we explore (“∧” indicates
that a method utilizes two types of information), and their performance.

Our first observation based on Table IV is that for AP, TREC8 and WSJ, central-
ity information is more effective for re-ranking than query-generation information;
specifically, DocCent is as effective as DocQueryGen, PsgCent is superior to Ps-
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Table IV. Performance analysis of the different information types utilized by PsgAidRank. Sta-
tistically significant differences with DocQueryGen (the method using which the initial ranking
was induced) and with PsgAidRank are marked with ’i’ and ’a’, respectively. The best result in
each column is boldfaced.

Method Score(d)

DocQueryGen pd(q)
DocCent Cent(d)
DocQueryGen∧DocCent Cent(d)pd(q)
PsgQueryGen maxgi∈d pgi

(q)
PsgCent maxgi∈d Cent(gi)
PsgQueryGen∧PsgCent maxgi∈d pgi

(q)Cent(gi)

DocQueryGen∧PsgQueryGen λ
pd(q)

P

d′∈Dinit
p

d′ (q)
+ (1 − λ)

maxgi∈d pgi
(q)

P

d′∈Dinit
max

g′∈d′ p
g′ (q)

DocCent∧PsgCent λ
Cent(d)

P

d′∈Dinit
Cent(d′)

+ (1 − λ)
maxgi∈d Cent(gi)

P

d′∈Dinit
max

g′∈d′ p
g′ (q)Cent(g′ )

PsgAidRank λ
Cent(d)pd(q)

P

d′∈Dinit
Cent(d′)p

d′ (q)
+ (1 − λ)

maxgi∈d pgi
(q)Cent(gi )

P

d′∈Dinit
max

g′∈d′ p
g′ (q)Cent(g′ )

Method AP FR TREC8 WSJ WT10G
p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10

DocQueryGen 45.7 43.2 24.8 18.5 50.0 45.6 53.6 48.4 33.9 28.0

DocCent 51.9 48.1 11.5i
a 9.3i

a 50.0 45.6 53.6 48.6 31.4 26.3

DocQueryGen∧DocCent 53.3i 49.2i 25.6 18.0 54.0i
48.0i 57.2i 49.6 35.9 29.4

PsgQueryGen 46.1a 41.7a 24.8 19.4 44.8i
a 43.0a 48.8i

a 44.6a 32.9a 29.3

PsgCent 50.1 46.6a 19.3a 15.7 52.4 46.2 56.0 50.8 23.1i
a 23.1i

a

PsgQueryGen∧PsgCent 50.9i 45.5a 25.6 20.0 52.4 46.8 54.8 47.8a 34.3 29.8

DocQueryGen∧PsgQueryGen 46.3a 42.1a 26.7 20.0 50.4a 46.2 54.8 48.8 36.1i 29.7
DocCent∧PsgCent 52.3 48.0 20.4 14.1a 55.2 46.2 56.0 50.8 31.4 26.3

PsgAidRank 53.7i
49.5i

26.7 19.3 56.8i
48.0 58.0i

51.0 37.1i
30.0

gQueryGen, and DocCent∧PsgCent is superior to DocQueryGen∧PsgQueryGen.
These results echo previous findings in reports on re-ranking using document cen-
trality [Kurland and Lee 2005] and cluster centrality [Kurland and Lee 2006]. For
FR and WT10G, however, the opposite holds — query-generation information is
clearly more effective than centrality information. This finding could be attributed
to the fact that documents in these two corpora are much longer than those in
the other corpora. Hence, they might contain many passages that are non-query
related. As document centrality and passage centrality are computed in a query-
independent fashion — although the documents themselves are those retrieved in
response to the query — non-query related aspects might have a significant impact
on centrality induction. Nevertheless, integrating centrality and query-generation
information yields in most reference comparisons for all corpora performance that
is superior to that of using each alone; specifically, DocQueryGen∧DocCent is supe-
rior to DocQueryGen and DocCent, and PsgQueryGen∧PsgCent is often superior
to PsgQueryGen and PsgCent.

In comparing the effectiveness of information induced from the document as a
whole with that induced from its passages we can see that the results are corpus
dependent. This finding echoes those in previous work on passage-based document
retrieval [Callan 1994; Liu and Croft 2002; Bendersky and Kurland 2008b; Wang
and Si 2008] — e.g., that passage-based document ranking methods are more effec-
tive for scoring heterogeneous documents, while whole-document-based methods are
more effective for scoring homogeneous documents. Here, we find, for example, that
for AP and WT10G, document-based information is more effective than passage-
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based information. (Compare DocQueryGen with PsgQueryGen; DocCent with
PsgCent; and, DocQueryGen∧DocCent with PsgQueryGen∧PsgCent.) For FR,
on the other hand, information induced from passages is in general more effective
than whole-document-based information. This finding, which is in accordance with
those in previous reports [Callan 1994; Liu and Croft 2002; Bendersky and Kurland
2008b; Wang and Si 2008], is not surprising given the extremely large length of FR
documents. For TREC8 and WSJ, information induced from the whole document
is more effective than that induced from passages only when query-generation in-
formation is used. When query-generation information is not used the opposite
holds. Perhaps the more important message rising from Table IV in that respect is
that integrating information induced both from the document as a whole and from
its passages is superior to using each alone in a vast majority of the relevant com-
parisons (corpus × evaluation measure); specifically, DocCent∧PsgCent is often
superior to DocCent and PsgCent, and DocQueryGen∧PsgQueryGen is superior
to both DocQueryGen and PsgQueryGen. This finding supports the merit of in-
tegrating passage-based and whole-document-based information — the underlying
principle of our approach.

It is not a surprise, then, that PsgAidRank that integrates centrality and query-
generation information that are induced both from the document as a whole and
from its passages is the most effective method in most relevant comparisons among
those in Table IV. Furthermore, the performance of PsgAidRank is in many cases
statistically significantly better (and is never statistically significantly worse) than
that of the other methods in Table IV.

Specifically, PsgAidRank is superior in most reference comparisons to
DocQueryGen∧PsgQueryGen— a commonly used method for passage-based doc-
ument ranking [Buckley et al. 1994; Callan 1994; Wilkinson 1994; Cai et al. 2004;
Bendersky and Kurland 2008b], which we use here for re-ranking. Some of these
performance differences are quite substantial (e.g., for AP, TREC8 and WSJ) and
statistically significant (e.g., for AP and TREC8). Furthermore, PsgAidRank posts
many more statistically significant improvements over the initial ranking than
DocQueryGen∧PsgQueryGen does. These findings attest to the benefits of uti-
lizing centrality information induced from inter-item similarities, as is done by
PsgAidRank in contrast to DocQueryGen∧PsgQueryGen.

Balancing document-based and passage-based information. The reliance of Ps-
gAidRank on whole-document-based versus passage-based information is controlled
by the parameter λ. (Refer back to Equation 9 in Section 2.) Note that λ = 0 (i.e.,
using only passage-based information) amounts to PsgQueryGen∧PsgCent, and λ =
1 (i.e., using only document-based information) amounts to DocQueryGen∧DocCent.
(See Table IV for details.) Figure 1 depicts the p@5 performance curve of Ps-
gAidRank when varying λ; the initial ranking performance is drawn with an hori-
zontal line for reference.

We can see in Figure 1 that integrating passage-based and document-based in-
formation is often superior to using each alone, as noted above. (Note that the best
performance in each graph is obtained for λ 6= 0, 1.) Furthermore, for most values
of λ, PsgAidRank posts performance that is substantially better than that of the
initial ranking.
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Fig. 1. Effect of varying λ on the p@5 performance of PsgAidRank; 0 and 1
correspond to PsgQueryGen∧PsgCent and DocQueryGen∧DocCent, respectively.
The performance of the initial ranking is depicted with an horizontal line. Note:
figures are not to the same scale.

Another observation that we make based on Figure 1 is that values of λ that
yield optimal p@5 performance are not necessarily consistent across corpora. For
FR and TREC8, optimal performance is attained for relatively low values of λ

({0.2, 0.3}) — i.e., putting much emphasis on passage-based information. For the
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other corpora (especially AP and WSJ), higher values of λ, which reflect increased
emphasis on whole-document-based information, yield optimal (or near optimal)
performance. These findings echo those from above, and those from previous work
[Callan 1994; Liu and Croft 2002; Bendersky and Kurland 2008b; Wang and Si
2008], with respect to the relative effectiveness of document-based and passage-
based information being corpus dependent. We hasten to point out, however, that
within a corpus, effective values of λ tend to generalize well across queries as the
performance results that we present in Section 4.3.3 attest.

Parameters affecting centrality induction. We now turn to examine the effect of
the two graph parameters, the out-degree percentage (α) and PageRank’s smooth-
ing factor (δ), which are used for centrality induction, on the performance of Ps-
gAidRank.

We can see in Figures 2 and 3 that except for very high values of δ for the FR
corpus, all values of α and δ yield performance that is better (often to a substantial
extent) than that of the initial ranking. This finding attests to the relative perfor-
mance robustness of PsgAidRank with respect to free-parameter values that affect
centrality induction.
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Fig. 2. Effect of varying α, the graph out-degree (percentage) parameter, on the
p@5 performance of PsgAidRank. The performance of the initial ranking is depicted
with an horizontal line. Note: figures are not to the same scale.
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Fig. 3. Effect of varying PageRank’s smoothing factor, δ, on the p@5 performance of
PsgAidRank. The performance of the initial ranking is depicted with an horizontal
line. Note: figures are not to the same scale.
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Table V. Comparison of PsgAidRank with a method, PsgAidRank[AllPsg], which uses all passages
in a document and their association with the document for scoring it. Best result in a column is
boldfaced; ’i’ marks statistically significant differences with the initial ranking.

AP FR TREC8 WSJ WT10G

p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10

init. rank. 45.7 43.2 24.8 18.5 50.0 45.6 53.6 48.4 33.9 28.0

PsgAidRank[AllPsg] 53.5i 49.1i 25.6 18.0 55.6 47.8 61.6i
53.0i 35.9 29.4

PsgAidRank 53.7i
49.5i

26.7 19.3 56.8i
48.0 58.0i 51.0 37.1i

30.0

Using all passages in a document vs. using a single passage. We derived the
PsgAidRank method in Section 2.1.1 by using a single passage from each document
in the document scoring function. We did so by truncating the summation in
Equation 5 so as to consider only the passage in the document for which the evidence
for relevance is the highest. We now turn to examine the alternative of using all the
passages in a document for scoring it. The resultant ranking method, henceforth
referred to as PsgAidRank[AllPsg], which is derived from Equation 5, scores
document d by:

ScorePsgAidRank[AllPsg](d)
def
= λ

Cent(d)pd(q)
∑

d′∈Dinit
Cent(d′)pd′(q)

+

(1 − λ)

∑

gi∈d pgi
(q)pgi

(d)Cent(gi)
∑

d′∈Dinit

∑

g′∈d′ pg′(q)pg′(d′)Cent(g′)
.

(10)

Note that in PsgAidRank[AllPsg], in contrast to PsgAidRank, the passage-document
association, pgi

(d), is also considered. The performance comparison of PsgAidRank
with PsgAidRank[AllPsg] is presented in Table V.8

As we can see in table V, both PsgAidRank and PsgAidRank[AllPsg] consis-
tently and substantially outperform the initial ranking. The performance improve-
ments are often statistically significant. This finding further supports the merits
of integrating document-based and passage-based information, and of using inter-
item-similarities information, whether utilizing a single (most “query-pertaining”)
document passage or all document’s passages in the scoring function.

We can also see in Table V that PsgAidRank is superior to PsgAidRank[AllPsg] in
all corpora except for WSJ. However, the performance differences between the two
methods are not statistically significant. Nevertheless, PsgAidRank posts p@5 —
the metric for which performance was optimized — performance that is statistically
significantly better than that of the initial ranking for four out of the five corpora,
while PsgAidRank[AllPsg] does so for only two corpora. These findings demonstrate
the merits of using in the document-scoring function a single passage from each
document, for which query-relevance evidence is the “strongest”, with respect to
using all passages in the document.

8In the conference version of this paper [Krikon et al. 2009], a variant of PsgAidRank[AllPsg] was
termed “PsgAidRank”, and was the focus of the paper.
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Table VI. The effect of passage length (number of terms in a window) on the performance of
PsgAidRank. Best result in a column is boldfaced. Statistically significant differences with the
initial ranking are marked with ’i’.

AP FR TREC8 WSJ WT10G

p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10

init. rank. 45.7 43.2 24.8 18.5 50.0 45.6 53.6 48.4 33.9 28.0

PsgAidRank (PsgLength = 50) 53.5i 49.2i
28.5 19.1 56.0i

48.6i 57.6i
51.0 36.7 29.6

PsgAidRank (PsgLength = 150) 53.7i
49.5i 26.7 19.3 56.8i 48.0 58.0i

51.0 37.1i
30.0

The effect of passage length. We now turn to study the effect of the passage
length — the number of terms in a window which constitutes a passage — on
the performance of PsgAidRank. Recall that insofar we have used passages of 150
terms. The effectiveness of PsgAidRank with passages of 50 terms in comparison
to that of using 150 terms is presented in Table VI.

As we can see in Table VI, the performance of PsgAidRank is consistently better
— often to a statistically significant degree — than that of the initial ranking with
passages of 150 and 50 terms.

We can also see in Table VI that for most corpora, using passages of 150 terms
in PsgAidRank yields somewhat better performance than that of using passages of
50 terms. The notable exception is the FR corpus for which the average document
length is much higher than that for the other corpora. This finding could poten-
tially be explained by the fact that the extremely long FR documents are often
quite heterogeneous. Hence, using shorter passages might better help to capture
“coherent” units in the document. Indeed, previous work on using passage-based
document ranking methods for the FR corpus has also shown the merits of using
passages of 50 terms with respect to using passages of 150 terms [Liu and Croft
2002; Bendersky and Kurland 2008b].

4.3.2 Further comparisons. The performance analysis of PsgAidRank demon-
strated the important role of centrality information. We therefore compare Ps-
gAidRank’s performance with that of some previous centrality-based approaches
for re-ranking. These methods utilize graph-based approaches wherein edge-weights
represent inter-item similarities as in PsgAidRank.

The first method that we consider, DocGraph [Kurland and Lee 2005], scores
d by pd(q)Cent(d) — i.e., no passage-based information is used. This is the
DocQueryGen∧DocCent method from Table IV, which is a specific case of Ps-
gAidRank with λ = 1, as mentioned in Section 2. We note that the graph out-degree
parameter and PageRank’s smoothing factor, which affect centrality induction, are
set to values that optimize p@5, and which are selected from the same value-ranges
used for the parameters of PsgAidRank, as was the case in Table IV.

Inducing document centrality using information induced from query-specific clus-
ters (i.e., clusters of documents from the initial list Dinit) has also shown merit for
re-ranking [Kurland and Lee 2006]. Specifically, d’s authority value as computed
over a bipartite cluster-document graph by the HITS (hubs and authorities) al-
gorithm [Kleinberg 1997] serves as d’s centrality value; to rank documents, the
centrality value is scaled by the document-query similarity score (pd(q)). We use
ClustDocGraph to denote this method, and set the graph out-degree parameter
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Table VII. Comparison of PsgAidRank with graph-based re-ranking methods that utilize
document-only graphs (DocGraph [Kurland and Lee 2005]), cluster-document graphs (ClustDoc-
Graph [Kurland and Lee 2006]), and passage-document graphs (PsgDocGraph [Bendersky and
Kurland 2008b]). Statistically significant differences between a method and the initial ranking are
marked with ’i’; statistically significant differences between PsgAidRank and ClusterDocGraph
and PsgDocGraph, are marked with ’c’ and ’p’, respectively. There are no statistically significant
differences between PsgAidRank and DocGraph. The best result in a column is boldfaced.

AP FR TREC8 WSJ WT10G

p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10

init. rank. 45.7 43.2 24.8 18.5 50.0 45.6 53.6 48.4 33.9 28.0

DocGraph 53.3i 49.2i 25.6 18.0 54.0i 48.0i 57.2i 49.6 35.9 29.4

ClustDocGraph 53.7i 49.4i 20.7 15.9 57.2 48.4 57.2 51.0 36.1 30.5i

PsgDocGraph 50.3 47.3 16.7i 14.6 55.6 47.8 53.2 49.2 29.4 26.5

PsgAidRank 53.7i
49.5i

26.7c
p 19.3c

p 56.8i 48.0 58.0i
51.0 37.1i

p 30.0

to a value in {2,4,9,19,29,39,49} [Kurland and Lee 2006] to optimize p@5; these
out-degree values correspond (in terms of percent of the total number of nodes) to
those used by PsgAidRank in the document-only and passage-only graphs.

Some recent work [Bendersky and Kurland 2008a] has shown the merits of uti-
lizing passage-centrality information induced over a passage-document graph for
re-ranking. Specifically, a document from the initial list Dinit is ranked by
pd(q) maxgi∈d auth(gi), where auth(gi) is induced by the HITS algorithm over a
bipartite passage-document graph. We follow this work [Bendersky and Kurland
2008a] and set the graph out-degree parameter to a value in {9, 19, . . . , 99} to
optimize p@5 performance. Note that in contrast to this re-ranking method, de-
noted PsgDocGraph, PsgAidRank induces passage centrality using a passage-only
graph; in addition, PsgAidRank utilizes the centrality of d as a whole (Cent(d)).

The performance comparison between PsgAidRank and the graph-based refer-
ence comparisons is presented in Table VII. Our first observation is that Ps-
gAidRank outperforms DocGraph on all corpora, though never to a statistically
significant degree. Furthermore, PsgAidRank posts statistically significant p@5
improvements over the initial ranking for four corpora, while DocGraph does so for
three corpora; recall that p@5 is the evaluation metric for which the performance
of all methods was optimized. These findings attest to the potential merit of in-
tegrating document and passage information for re-ranking — the basic idea that
motivated the development of PsgAidRank.

We can also see in Table VII that PsgAidRank is consistently superior to Psg-
DocGraph; sometimes, to a statistically significant degree. Thus, the information
sources utilized by PsgAidRank and which are not utilized by PsgDocGraph (see
the above) have an important contribution to the resultant effectiveness.

Finally, we can see in Table VII that PsgAidRank outperforms ClustDocGraph on
FR, WSJ, and WT10G; the improvements for FR are substantial and statistically
significant. For the AP corpus, PsgAidRank and ClustDocGraph yield comparable
performance, while for TREC8 the performance of ClustDocGraph is slightly better
than that of PsgAidRank, albeit not to a statistically significant degree. Thus, while
in general PsgAidRank seems to be more effective than ClustDocGraph, integrating
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Table VIII. Comparison with cluster ranking (ClustRanker) [Kurland 2008], for which p@5 denotes
the percentage of relevant documents in the highest ranked cluster that contains 5 documents.
Boldface marks the best result in a column; ’i’ marks statistically significant differences with the
initial ranking.

AP FR TREC8 WSJ WT10G

p@5 p@5 p@5 p@5 p@5

init. rank. 45.7 24.8 50.0 53.6 33.9

ClustRanker 52.7i 22.6 57.6 56.0 39.8i

PsgAidRank 53.7i
26.7 56.8i

58.0i 37.1i

cluster-based information in PsgAidRank seems to be an interesting venue for future
work.

Comparison with cluster ranking. As noted in Section 2, the derivation of Ps-
gAidRank was inspired by a model, ClustRanker, for ranking query specific clus-
ters by the presumed percentage of relevant documents that they contain [Kurland
2008]. Thus, we now turn to compare the effectiveness of PsgAidRank with that of
ClustRanker when used to produce document ranking.

To that end, we follow the implementation details in Kurland [2008] and measure
the percentage of documents in the highest ranked cluster of size 5. This percentage
is exactly the p@5 performance obtained by positioning the constituent documents
of the highest-ranked cluster at the top of the returned results. The values of the free
parameters of ClustRanker are set to optimize p@5, as is the case for PsgAidRank.

As can be seen in Table VIII, PsgAidRank outperforms ClustRanker on AP,
FR and WSJ, while the reverse holds for TREC8 and WT10G; however, these
performance differences are not statistically significant. Nevertheless, PsgAidRank
posts statistically significant improvements over the initial ranking for four corpora,
while ClustRanker posts such statistically significant improvements only for two
corpora. As stated above, integrating cluster-based and passage-based information
for document re-ranking is a challenge we leave for future work.

4.3.3 Learning parameter values. Our goal in the study presented above was to
evaluate the potential performance of PsgAidRank — specifically, in comparison to
that of various reference comparisons — and the factors that affect its performance.
To that end, we neutralized issues that rise from free-parameter values by setting
the free parameters of all methods to values optimizing average p@5 performance
with respect to the entire set of queries.

We now turn to examine whether effective values of the free parameters incorpo-
rated by PsgAidRank generalize across queries; that is, whether these values can
be learned using a held-out query set. Such a study is different than that presented
in Figures 1, 2 and 3, which addressed the robustness of the average (over queries)
performance of PsgAidRank with respect to free-parameter values.

We showed in Section 4.3.1 that effective balance between using whole-document-
based and passage-based information can vary from one corpus to another, as was
the case in previous work on passage-based document ranking [Liu and Croft 2002;
Bendersky and Kurland 2008b; Wang and Si 2008]. Hence, learning free parameter
values across queries is performed per each corpus. Specifically, we employ a leave-
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Table IX. Performance numbers when learning free parameter values using a leave-one-out cross
validation procedure. Statistically significant differences of a method with the initial rank-
ing, RM3, RM3(re-rank), DocQueryGen∧PsgQueryGen, and DocQueryGen∧DocCent are marked
with ’i’, ’r’, ’R’, ’p’ and ’d’, respectively. The best result in a column is boldfaced.

AP FR TREC8 WSJ WT10G

p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10 p@5 p@10

init. rank. 45.7 43.2 24.8 18.5 50.0 45.6 53.6 48.4 33.9 28.0

RM3 49.9 48.5i 23.7 18.1 50.8 49.4 54.8 51.0 30.4i 28.1

RM3(re-rank) 51.1i 48.2i 23.7 18.1 50.4 47.6 52.0r 50.6 36.3r 29.4r

DocQueryGen∧PsgQueryGen 44.6R
r 42.8R

r 26.3 20.6 50.0 46.2 54.8 48.8 36.1i
r 29.7

DocQueryGen∧DocCent 53.1i
p 49.2i

p 24.1 18.7 48.8 48.8 52.0 48.0 34.3r 28.8

PsgAidRank 53.7i
p 49.5i

p 26.3 20.6 56.8iR
pd

48.0 52.4 49.4 35.3r 29.7

one-out cross validation approach: the free-parameter values of a method for a
query are set to those optimizing the average p@5 performance9 over all other
queries for the same corpus.

We note that we have also tested the performance of PsgAidRank with 2-fold,
3-fold, 5-fold, and 10-fold cross validation procedures (using multiple sampled ran-
dom folds) for setting free parameter values. As could be expected, the more queries
the training is based on, the better is the resultant performance of PsgAidRank.
Specifically, leave-one-out was the train/test regime using which PsgAidRank at-
tained the best performance in most relevant comparisons (corpus × evaluation
measure). This finding also holds for the methods we use as reference comparisons
to PsgAidRank at the below. That is, for most of these methods, using leave-one-
out cross validation to set free-parameter values yielded the best performance —
with respect to that of the other k-fold cross validation regimes — for a majority
of the relevant comparisons. This is not surprising, especially in light of the small
number of queries for many of the corpora. (Recall that TREC8 and WSJ, for ex-
ample, are used with 50 queries each). Consequently, we present the performance
of PsgAidRank, and that of the reference comparisons when using leave-one-out
cross validation.

We use reference comparisons that were used above. The first is the relevance
model approach, used either to rank the entire corpus (RM3) or only the ini-
tially retrieved list (RM3(re-rank)). The second is DocQueryGen∧PsgQueryGen
(see Table IV), which is a special case of PsgAidRank that does not utilize doc-
ument and passage centrality information. This method, as noted above, rep-
resents a commonly-used approach for passage-based document ranking [Buckley
et al. 1994; Callan 1994; Wilkinson 1994; Cai et al. 2004; Bendersky and Kurland
2008b]. The third reference comparison is DocQueryGen∧DocCent (also termed
DocGraph at the above; see Tables IV and VII) [Kurland and Lee 2005]. Recall
that DocQueryGen∧DocCent is a special case of PsgAidRank with λ = 1 — i.e.,
passage-based information is not used. We present the performance of PsgAidRank
and that of the reference comparisons in Table IX.

9If two parameter settings yield the same p@5, we choose the one maximizing p@10 so as to learn
the best possible setting.
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Our first observation based on Table IX is that the performance of PsgAidRank
is better than that of the initial ranking in almost all reference comparisons (corpus
× evaluation measure). Several of these improvements are quite substantial and
statistically significant. (Refer, for example, to the performance numbers for AP
and TREC8.)

We can also see in Table IX that the performance of PsgAidRank is superior
in most relevant comparisons to that of the relevance model implementations. In
the very few cases for which a relevance model implementation outperforms Ps-
gAidRank the improvements are not statistically significant. On the other hand,
PsgAidRank posts in two cases, p@5 for TREC8 and WT10G, statistically signif-
icant improvements over a relevance model implementation. In fact, for these two
corpora, the improvements posted by PsgAidRank over RM3, which is used for
ranking the entire corpus as is standard, are quite striking.

Another observation that we make based on Table IX is that PsgAidRank out-
performs DocQueryGen∧PsgQueryGen in many cases; some of these improvements
are also statistically significant. In the very few cases that PsgAidRank is out-
performed by DocQueryGen∧PsgQueryGen, the performance differences are not
statistically significant. Furthermore, PsgAidRank posts more statistically sig-
nificant improvements over the initial ranking than DocQueryGen∧PsgQueryGen
does. Thus, we see again the importance of using document and passage cen-
trality information — an information type utilized by PsgAidRank but not by
DocQueryGen∧PsgQueryGen.

We can also see in Table IX that PsgAidRank outperforms DocQueryGen∧DocCent
in almost all reference comparisons. Although these performance differences are sta-
tistically significant in a single case, Table IX provides quite a strong evidence to
the overall superiority of PsgAidRank with respect to DocQueryGen∧DocCent. A
case in point, note that with respect to p@5 — the metric for which performance
is optimized in the learning phase — DocQueryGen∧DocCent underperforms the
initial ranking upon which re-ranking is performed for three corpora (FR, TREC8,
and WSJ)10. On the other hand, PsgAidRank underperforms (in terms of p@5) the
initial ranking only on WSJ. Furthermore, PsgAidRank improves p@5 over that
of the initial ranking in a statistically significant manner for TREC8. Thus, these
findings further attest to the merits of using passage-based information in addition
to document-based information — specifically, when learning free parameter values
across queries — as is done in PsgAidRank in contrast to DocQueryGen∧DocCent.

All in all, perhaps the most important finding based on Table IX is that Ps-
gAidRank is the most effective method in most reference comparisons (refer to the
boldfaced numbers). This finding attests to the effectiveness of PsgAidRank, with
respect to that of the reference comparisons, when learning free parameter values
across queries.

10We note that when using 2-fold and 3-fold cross validation, instead of leave-one-out, the p@5
performance of DocQueryGen∧DocCent outperforms that of the initial ranking for TREC8 (50.7
and 50.5, respectively). However, this is not the case for 5-fold, 10-fold, and leave-one-out. Fur-
thermore, for 2-fold and 3-fold the p@5 performance of PsgAidRank for TREC8 (51.2 and 52.4,
respectively) still transcends that of DocQueryGen∧DocCent on TREC8.
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5. CONCLUSION

We presented a novel language-model-based approach to re-ranking an initially
retrieved list so as to improve precision at top ranks. Our model integrates inter-
passage, inter-document, passage-query, and document-query similarity informa-
tion. The precision-at-top-ranks performance of our model is substantially better
than that of the initial ranking upon which re-ranking is performed. Furthermore,
the performance is superior to that of a standard passage-based document ranking
method that does not exploit inter-item similarities. Our model also generalizes and
outperforms a recently-proposed re-ranking method that utilizes inter-document
similarities, but which does not exploit passage-based information. Finally, our
model’s performance is superior to that of a state-of-the-art pseudo-feedback-based
retrieval approach.
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A. DOCUMENT AND PASSAGE CENTRALITY

To induce document and passage centrality, we adopt a previously-proposed ap-
proach for inducing document centrality [Kurland and Lee 2005].

Let S be a set of documents or passages, and G = (S, S × S) be the complete
directed graph defined over S.

Given s1, s2 ∈ S, we assign the following weight to the edge that connects them
(s1 → s2)

wt(s1 → s2)
def
=

{

ps2(s1) if s2 ∈ N bhd(s1; m),

0 otherwise;

N bhd(s1; m) is the m items s′ ∈ S − {s1} that yield the highest ps′(s1). (Ties are
broken by item ID.)

We smooth the edge-weight function using PageRank’s [Brin and Page 1998]
approach:

wt[δ](s1 → s2) = (1 − δ) ·
1

|S|
+ δ ·

wt(s1 → s2)
∑

s′∈S wt(s1 → s′)
;
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δ is a free smoothing parameter.
Since G with the edge-weight function wt[δ] constitutes an ergodic Markov chain,

a unique stationary distribution exists. The distribution serves as the centrality
function Cent(·).
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